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Series/Scope and Content Note: These records are from the office files of Lisa Berndt, head of the exhibits department. There is some overlap between the materials in this collection and OHA 51. Materials include exhibit proposals, exhibit materials/objects, photographs, internal correspondence, museum meeting and policy information, and ephemera. Also includes background research for exhibits on bioterrorism, the medical lessons of Vietnam, and women and HIV/AIDS.

BOX AND CONTENT LIST

Box 001:

00002: Intimate Perception: Aesthetic Consideration of Photography Through the Microscope (Exhibit at Susquehanna University, 1993)
00003: AKA and Enterprise/Medical University of South Carolina Exhibit (1997)
00004: Creative Growth Art Center Background Info (1997)
00007: “Life”—Betamax Tape
00008: FDA Traveling Exhibit on History of Drug Regulation in the United States (1998)
00010: Old Red Brick/Hirshhorn Cartoon
00011: “Doctors At the Gate” Exhibit Poster (1998)
00012: Medical Madness Exhibit Proposal (1998)
00015: NMHM Exhibit Negatives (1999)
00016: National Women’s Health Exhibit Announcement and Info (March 1999)
00018: The Color of Care: A Historical Exhibition Depicting the Contributions of Nurses of African Descent (1999)
00019: To Cure and Protect: Sickness and Health in African Art Exhibit (1999)
00020: To Cure and Protect: Sickness and Health in African Art, Book from the The Museum of African Art (1999)
00021: Microimaging and The Microscopic Eye of the 18th Century (1999)
00022: Embodying Ourselves Project (1999)
00023: 11th National Art Exhibition by the Mentally Ill (1999)
00026: Laura Ferguson—Artist’s Exhibit Materials and Proposal (1999)
00028: Jill A. Lion—Artist’s Exhibit Materials and Proposal (1999)
00029: Nicole De Wald—Artist’s Exhibit Materials and Proposal (1999)
00031: Linus Pauling and the Twentieth Century Exhibit (1999)
00032: WR Event/Pauling Negatives (10/19/99)
00033: Reflections on Freedom Exhibit Text
00034: W. Reed: NMHM Photos and Negatives (11/2/99)
00035: WR/NMHM Event Negatives (11/17/99)
00036: Make A Wish Visit (12/13/99)
00037: Germs of War: Bioterrorism Exhibit Drafts and Correspondence (1999)
00041: Epidemic! The World of Infectious Disease, AMNH Exhibit Brochure (1999)
00042: Murder in the Museum: An Exhibit About Forensic Sciences (Conceptual Design)
00043: Emerging Diseases Exhibit Material (1999)
00044: Troyer Gallery Exhibit (1999)

Box 002:

00004: The Medical Lessons of Vietnam Exhibit Research, Bibliography, Resources (1999)
00005: Vietnam Medicine—Misc. Sources
00006: The History of the US Army Medical Corps w/ 4 Slides—Ginn (1997)
00008: Internal Medicine in Vietnam (1982)
00010: Vietnam Weaponry and Wounds Research
00014: “Americans at War”—Newsweek issue (3/8/99)
00015: Vietnam Veterans Memorial Collection
00016: National Vietnam War Museum
00017: Vietnam Exhibit Background Research, Misc. [1 of 3]
00018: Vietnam Exhibit Background Research, Misc. [2 of 3]
00019: Vietnam Exhibit Background Research, Misc. [3 of 3]
00020: Vietnam Veterans—Research Material
00021: Vietnam and PTSD—Research Material
00022: Vietnam Music and Poetry
00024: Vietnam Video and Film
00025: The Discarded Army: Veterans After Vietnam—Paul Starr (1973)
00028: How to Tell a True War Story—Tim O’Brien (1987)
00029: Vietnam Medicine—Photographs
00030: Vietnam Medicine—Slides
00031: Vietnam Casualties—Slides
00032: Vietnam Blood Program—Transparencies
00033: Vietnam Negatives: Booby Traps, Operations, Weapons

Box 003:

00002: HIV/AIDS Statistics
00003: Women and HIV/AIDS—Background Research, General
00004: Women and HIV/AIDS—Pregnancy, Birth and Transmission
00005: HIV/AIDS—Children and Transmission
00007: WR/NMHM Exhibit Negatives (12/99)
00008: NMHM Exhibit Photographs (2000)
00009: Outreach Materials and NMHM in the News (2002-03)
00010: The Visible Skeleton—Exhibit Checklist (ca. 2004)
00011: Laura Ferguson: The Visible Skeleton Series (2004-05)
00012: Medical Museum Excerpts, AFIP Annual Reports (1947-1989)
00013: NMHM Feasibility Study—Midpoint Submission (4/8/92)
00014: Exhibit Surveys—AIDS Exhibit and Human Body Exhibit (1992)
00015: NMHM Civil/Structural Feasibility Study—Final Submission (6/30/93)
00016: Program Study for NMHM & Phase One National Center for Health Education (1993)
00017: Meetings and Project Information (1994)
00018: NMHM Exhibit Master Plan (1995)
00019: Background Documents on Strategic Plan for all AFIP and ARP Personnel (1996)
00020: AFIP Strategic Planning and Organizational Change Workshop (3/96)
00022: Exhibit Committee Minutes/Agendas (1995)
00023: Exhibit Committee Minutes/Agendas (1996)
00024: Exhibit Committee Minutes/Agendas (1997-1999)
00026: Exhibit Committee Mission Statement and Memos (1995)
00027: Exhibit Committee Documents and Forms
00031: Correspondence and Receipts Re: Exhibits (1998)
00034: Seal Products—Exhibit Materials